CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS

5.1 Conclusions
After analyzing the data, conclusions are drawn as the following:
1) The lexical change of Pase dialect appeared on every single sorts of
lexical change. It is divided into lexical loss, lexical borrowing,
phonological change, and semantic change.
2) The lexical change patterns of Pase dialect were totally realized in various
ways based on its types. Firstly, lexical loss was proportionally pattern
into potential loss. Secondly, lexical borrowing flows under the three crisp
and concise patterns, they are loan-words, loan-blend, and loan-translation.
Thirdly, phonological change was proportionally pattern into lenition,
fortition, vowel and syllable structure, syncope, apocope, and epenthesis.
Fourthly, semantic change patterns are categorized of narrowing,
extension, figurative use, and pejoration.
3) The division of lexical change of Pase dialect varies and considerably
linkable which every sorts single of lexical change type. First, culture,
linguistic features, and prestige play the important role as the influential
causes of lexical loss. Second, cultural development, foreign influence,
religion, and social factor are treated as the numerously sustained of
lexical borrowing of Pase dialect. Third, foreign influence draws the role
as the influential causes of phonological change. And fifth, analogical,
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metaphorical, and social euphoria are viewed as the core of source of
semantic change.
5.2 Suggestions
1) It is advisable to the language users of Pase dialect in their daily life at
home, office, and school. Consequently, their language attitude towards
Pase dialect will eventually increase by itself.
2) The researcher strongly suggested to the local government of Pase dialect
regency to take into account about the maintenance and standardization of
Pase dialect through the establishment of dictionary
3) The researcher also expected to the teacher, students and other to make
writing of Pase dialect. This technique is indispensably useful to gain the
access of another expert’s interest and attention about the entity of Pase
dialect.
4) To the linguists, other researchers and those who are extremely interested
to conduct a scientific study of Pase dialect, it is suggested to investigate
the practical techniques in decreasing the number of lexical loss and
increasing the number of lexical borrowing of Pase dialect. Through this
way, the development of Pase dialect will emerge among other tribes.

